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INTRODUCTION 


The response ofplaintiff-respondent Marsha Gale Walters as administratrix of the estate 

of Sue Walters (herein, "Walters") only highlights the trial court's errors. Walters mistakenly 

claims that the trial court did not err when it found that West Virginia Code § 31-17-8{m){8) (the 

"appraisal statute") applied to the primary mortgage loan that defendant-petitioner Quicken 

Loans Inc. ("Quicken Loans") originated. Walters reaches this result by re-writing the plain 

statutory language and then defending the broadened prohibition as consistent with purported 

"legislative intent"-though she cites to no legislative authority. Walters can evade neither the 

unambiguous statutory language nor the persuasive federal court decision in Skibbe v. Accredited 

Home Lenders, Inc., No. 08-1393,2014 WL 2117088 (S.D. W. Va. May 21,2014) which both 

lead to the same conclusion: the appraisal statute only applies where a primary or subordinate 

mortgage loan is originated and when added to other existing liens against the property, it 

exceeds the fair market value of the property on the date oforigination. It does not apply where, 

as here, the property is secured by only one loan. 1 This Court should reverse the denial of the 

motion for judgment on the pleadings and enter judgment in favor ofQuicken Loans. It does not 

need to reach the propriety of the fee award. 

Walters defends the award of attorneys' fees and costs by raising issues never raised and 

suggesting analysis not performed in post-trial briefing or in the trial court's opinion. In tacit 

admission of the lack of any true success, Walters argues for the first time that the appraisal 

statute and its attorneys' fee provision does not require that she prevail. This even though the 

trial court itself imposed the prevailing-party standard. Walters' argument should be rejected out 

ofhand because it was waived or, alternatively, it should be rejected as substantively flawed. 

1 Tellingly, nowhere in Walters' papers does she concede, as she must, that the loan 
Quicken Loans originated provided her significant and meaningful benefit. 
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There is no magic language required to impose this threshold inquiry and this Court's 

jurisprudence confirms that it is imposed even where a statute does not use the word "prevail." 

Further, in the cases that Walters herself cites, this Court does inquire as to the litigant's success 

in assessing the propriety of a fee award. Walters did not prevail and the trial court's award of 

attorneys' fees and costs should be reversed. 

Walters attempts to defend the trial court's award ofmore than $156,000 in attorneys' 

fees and costs as reasonable and not arbitrary. It is neither and her arguments prove that this is 

so. For example, Walters defends the trial court's conclusion that she is entitled to recover all 

the fees and costs sought, even those incurred pursuing other claims on which she did not 

succeed, purportedly because they all arose from the same factual predicate. The trial court 

reached no such conclusion. In fact, the trial court did not analyze Walters' pursuit of 

unsuccessful claims at all, much less attempt to parse out those fees incurred pursuing a violation 

ofthe appraisal statute. As to those fees and costs incurred pursuing other defendants, Walters 

again attempts to defend the trial court's errant conclusion. She cannot. The trial court's 

reduction ofthe fee demand by $32,500 does not reflect the actual costs purportedly incurred 

pursuing those defendants. And, as to offset, Walters' arguments in favor of the trial court's 

random reduction of some but not all compensatory damages fare no better. She claims that 

attorneys' fees area separate and distinct part of compensatory damages and, therefore, should 

not be offset. That runs directly counter to this Court's prior on-point precedent. Walters 

acknowledges this is so--just a few pages earlier she argued that attorneys' fees and costs should 
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be treated with actual damages when assessing compensatory damages. The trial courfsaward 

was arbitrary and, therefore, unreasonable. This Court should reverse the fee and cost award.2 

ARGUMENT 

A. 	 W. Va. Code § 31-17-8(m)(8) only applies to a mortgage loan transaction if 
there are other existing loans secured against the property. 

Walters argues that the appraisal statute "prohibits the origination of primary mortgage 

loans in excess of the fair market value of the property regardless ofwhether any other mortgage 

loans are secured by the property ...." Resp'fs Br. (hereinafter "Resp.") 5. She claims that the 

arguments Quicken Loans presents are "strained and convoluted," "inconsistent with this Court's 

prior holdings," id. at 5, and contrary to legislative intent, id. at 9-11. Walters is wrong and 

ignores persuasive precedent. 

1. Walters' proposed statutory interpretation re-writes the statute. 

Walters argues that the plain language of the appraisal statute "prohibits a lender from 

making a primary mortgage loan that exceeds the fair market value of that property" and that it 

does so "clearly." Resp. 8-9. She asserts two arguments in support. In the first, Walters asserts 

that the appraisal statute "specifically targets 'primary' mortgage loans." Resp.9. The mere fact 

that the statute applies to a primary mortgage loan does not mean that it applies to any primary 

mortgage loan. Rather, pursuant to the statutory text, it applies to primary mortgage loans ''that, 

when added to the aggregate total of the outstanding principal balances of all other primary or 

subordinate mortgage loans secured by the same property, exceed[] the fair market value of the 

property on the date that the latest mortgage loan is made." W. Va. Code § 31-17-8(m)(8). 

2 Alternatively, Quicken Loans requests that this Court remand for additional findings, 
correction, and/or other appropriate relief. 
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Walters seems to be attributing some significance to the fact that a "subordinate mortgage 

loan" is "commonly called a 'second mortgage'" and that it is "'subject to the lien ofone or more 

prior recorded mortgages or deeds of trust." Resp. 8. Walters herself does not make much of 

this point and for good reason. Primary mortgage transactions, which Walters states are 

"commonly referred to as a 'first mortgage, '" id., can occur where there are existing subordinate 

mortgage loans, such as when a borrower is refinancing a primary mortgage loan. It is thus not 

the case that a primary mortgage loan transaction can only occur in the absence of any other 

existing mortgage loans. The statutory prohibition on primary mortgage loan transactions is 

limited to those circumstances where there are existing mortgage loans. 

Walters' first attempt to re-write the statute fails, as does her second. This time she 

accepts that the appraisal statute prohibits only primary mortgage loans that cumulatively with 

other existing mortgage loans exceed the fair market value of the property. Resp.9. But she 

argues that '''the aggregate total of the outstanding principal balance' will simply be the amount 

of the principal balance of the primary mortgage loan." Id. Walters' "simpl[e]" argument is 

inconsistent with the "canon ofconstruction" she established just one page earlier: "One such 

canon is that significance and effect must, if possible, be given to every section, clause, word or 

part of the statute." Id. at 8 (citation and marks omitted). Walters' argument would omit critical 

portions of the appraisal statute, namely, those that describe the prohibited conduct as shown in 

bold below: 

[P]rimary or subordinate mortgage lending transaction may not, 
contain terms which: ... (8) Secure a primary or subordinate 
mortgage loan in a principal amount that, when added to the 
aggregate total of the outstanding principal balances of aU 
other primary or subordinate mortgage loans secured by the 
same property, exceeds the fair market value of the property on 
the date that the latest mortgage loan is made. 
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W. Va. Code § 31-17-8(m)(8) (emphasis added to show omitted text). The statutory construction 

that Walters suggests would re-write the statute to render conduct not prohibited actionable. It is 

contrary to the plain language of the statute. 3 

2. 	 The Court need not resort to legislative intent to interpret what Walters 
and Quicken Loans agree is an unambiguous statute. 

Walters attempts to buttress her expansive interpretation of the statute by asserting 

without citation that it is "clear that the purpose of the [West Virginia Real Estate Mortgage 

Lender, Broker, and Servicer Act ("the Act")] and the specific section at issue is to protect West 

Virginia consumers from predatory mortgage lenders." Resp. 10. She further argues that "[t]he 

language and context of the Act dictate that the legislative intent is to prohibit primary mortgage 

loans that exceed the fair market value of the property, whether or not there are multiple loans on 

the property." ld. at 11. As an initial matter, Walters' reference to the intent of the legislature is 

inconsistent with her oft-repeated claim that the appraisal statute is "unambiguous and requires 

no construction or interpretation ...." ld. at 8. As Walters herself acknowledges, legislative 

intent is only relevant if a statute is ambiguous. ld. Walters needs to resort to legislative intent 

because, notwithstanding her claims to the contrary, her interpretation is not consistent with the 

"plain language of the statute." See id. 

3 From a practical perspective, Walters' statutory interpretation would target conduct that 
is contrary to well-settled lending practices: a lender does not knowingly and willingly want to 
loan more money than the fair market value of the borrower's property-particularly, as here, 
when the value of the loan is properly secured by the subject property. To do so exposes the 
lender to risk. As the federal court explained in McFarland v. Wells Fargo Bank, NA., 810 F.3d 
273,281 (4th Cir. 2016), a case cited by Walters, "[w]hen a bank writes a mortgage for more 
money than a borrower's home is worth, it takes the chance that it will forfeit at least some of its 
capital in the event ofa default. So a loan in excess ofhome value does not accrue entirely to the 
lender's benefit, and thus lacks the kind of gross imbalance, one-sidedness or lopsidedness, and 
evident impropriety that West Virginia courts have identified in setting aside contract terms as 
substantively unconscionable." (marks and citation omitted). The statute does not need to 
prohibit this conduct because it is not a business practice likely to benefit the lender at the 
expense of the borrower. 
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Even ifresort to legislative intent were appropriate, Walters does not cite any legislative 

authority for the purported purpose of the appraisal statute or the broader law of which it is a 

part. Compare W. Va. Highlands Conservancy Inc. v. Huffman, 588 F. Supp. 2d 678, 690-91 

(2009) (analyzing the statutory language and the Code ofFederal Regulations to interpret the 

federal Clean Water Act) (cited by Walters, Resp. 10). Instead she refers to this Court's 

characterization ofthe Act when considering sections not at issue here, such as § 31-18-8(m)(4), 

see Herrod v. First Republic Mortg. Corp., 218 W. Va. 611, 618, 625 S.E.2d 373,380 (2005), 

and a federal court's characterization of the Act "[i]n describing the very statutory provision at 

issue in this case," McFarland v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 810 F.3d 273 (4th Cir. 2016). 

Resp. 10. Walters implies that the appraisal statute was at issue in McFarland. See id. 

("McFarland asserted that the primary mortgage loan at issue was made in excess of the actual 

fair market value of his property used as security for the loan."). It was not-the issue before the 

court was unconscionability.4 In analyzing that claim the court merely "note[d]" the appraisal 

statute. McFarland, 810 F.3d at 280. The court's one-sentence "note" was dicta and little more 

than an aside. Moreover, McFarland cautioned against an expansive interpretation of West 

Virginia law to cover such conduct: "[t]he fact that a practice is harmful does not by itself make 

it substantively unconscionable as a matter of West Virginia contract law." Id. at 281. 

Walters argues that the legislature would have used the conjunctive "and" if it intended to 

prohibit only primary mortgages in excess ofthe property's fair market value when there were 

other existing mortgage loans. Resp. 13. Not so. If the legislature had used the word "and" it 

would have made only transactions in which a "primary and subordinate mortgage loan" were 

originated at the same time actionable. Instead, it determined that either a primary or a 

4 Walters voluntarily abandoned her unconscionability claim before trial. 
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subordinate mortgage loan could be actionable, but only ifthere were other existing loans against 

the property. 

The legislature used the words it intended and those words plainly establish the 

actionable conduct. As such, the Court need not resort to legislative intent. Even if it were 

inclined to assess legislative intent, the mere fact that a statute protects consumers or prohibits 

certain lending practices does not mean it prohibits any conduct ofwhich a consumer complains. 

And, here, Walters' claims that the statute is intended to protect against "predatory lending" 

seem particularly out ofplace because the jury rejected that Quicken Loans acted intentionally, 

willfully, or in bad faith-in other words the jury found no "predatory" conduct. 

3. 	 Skibbe is the only opinion addressing the appraisal statute's applicability 
in this context. 

Walters claims that "federal and state courts ... have consistently found that the statutory 

prohibition applies to both primary and subordinate mortgage loans." Resp.12. That is beside 

the point. Quicken Loans is not challenging whether the appraisal statute applies to primary 

mortgage loans, subordinate mortgage loans, or both. It is instead arguing that the appraisal 

statute does not apply where the primary mortgage loan is the only mortgage loan secured 

against the property on the date oforigination. See Pet'r's Br. 15-17. Walters chooses her words 

carefully, as she must, because the issue Quicken Loans raises here did not arise in any of the 

eight cases that Walters cites. See Resp. 11-12. Moreover, Walters' concern about the 

retroactive effect of adopting the plain-meaning interpretation that Quicken Loans is advancing, 

see Resp. 11, is not a reason to reject it. 

The only case to directly address whether the appraisal statute applies exclusively to a 

primary mortgage loan was Skibbe, 2014 WL 2117088, at *6, which Quicken Loans cited in its 

brief, Pet'r's Br. 16-17. Walters evades Skibbe by side-stepping it. She argues that "[f]ederal 
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court decisions are not binding on this Court, even on questions of federal law, let alone in 

interpreting the meaning of West Virginia law." Resp. 15-16 (citation omitted). Although it is 

true that federal decisions are not binding on this Court, Walters' argument is disingenuous. 

Indeed, she cites federal cases to support her argument that courts have "consistently" concluded 

that the prohibition applies to primary and subordinate mortgage loans, see Resp. 12, and that the 

legislature intended to prohibit the lending practices at issue here, see id. at 10. Walters cannot 

and does not attempt to otherwise distinguish Skibbe. In Skibbe, the federal court reached the 

right result when presented with the precise issue raised here under materially similar factual 

circumstances. This Court may consider its reasoning and give it any appropriate persuasive 

value. 

B. The Circuit Court's Award of Attorneys' Fees and Costs Was Error. 

1. 	 A party must prevail to recover attorneys' fees and costs for a violation of 
the appraisal statute. 

Walters argues for the fIrst time on appeal that "the degree of success is not a 'threshold 

issue' for an award of attorney's fees ...." Resp. 17. In post-trial briefing and oral argument, 

Walters did not take this same tack. There she agreed that there was a threshold prevailing-party 

standard but argued that she did, in fact, prevail. Pl.'s Reply 2-3 (A.R. at 1877-78). See also, 

e.g., Hr'g Tr. 19:16-18, Oct. 8,2015 (A.R. at 1930) (arguing that "the size ofa verdict is not 

determinative of whether there's a - substantially prevailing"). And the trial court itself imposed 

that threshold requirement, Order 9, Feb. 23, 2016 (A.R. at 2013), though it incorrectly 

concluded that Walters did prevail. Now when faced with responding to Quicken Loans' 

arguments on appeal Walters claims for the first time that she did not need to prevail to recover 

attorneys' fees and costs. It is too late. "This Court has repeatedly held that any issue not raised 

and considered by the court below is waived for appellate review." In re T.A., No. 14-992,2015 
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w. Va. LEXIS 121, at *10 (Feb. 9,2015) (memorandum decision). Accordingly, this Court need 

not reach the merits of Walters' argument that she did not need to prevail to recover attorneys' 

fees and costs. 

If this Court is inclined to decide the issue, it should do so in Quicken Loans' favor. 

Walters argues first that this threshold requirement is not contained in the statute itself, W. Va. 

Code § 31-17-17(c). Resp. 17. It is true that the statute does not use the word "prevail": "Any 

residential mortgage loan transaction in violation of this article shall be subject to an action, 

which may be brought in a circuit court having jurisdiction, by the borrower seeking damages, 

reasonable attorneys fees and costs ...." W. Va. Code § 31-17-17(c). That, however, does not 

decide the issue. This Court has applied the prevailing-party standard even where no such 

requirement was contained in the statute. In Shartiger v. Land Use Corp., 187 w. Va. 612, 616 

420 S.E.2d 883, 887 (1991), this Court applied the prevailing-party standard to a request for 

attorneys' fees and costs made pursuant to West Virginia's Surface Mining Control and 

Reclamation Act, even though that statute did not use the word prevail or otherwise impose this 

threshold showing: "Any person or property who is injured in his person through the violation 

by any operator of any rule ... issued pursuant to this article may bring an action for damages, 

including reasonable attorney and expert witness fees, in any court of competent jurisdiction." 

Id. at 614,420 S.E.2d at 885 (quoting W. Va. Code § 22A-3-25(t)). 

Walters concedes that in Shartiger this Court required "that a plaintiff be the 'prevailing 

party' at trial to obtain an award ofattorney's fees ...." Resp. 18. She tries to avoid the 

ramifications of the application of the prevailing-party standard to a statute that looks very 

similar to the one at issue here by arguing that "this Court has rejected efforts to impose such a 

threshold in other matters ...." Resp. 17. Walters cites two cases in support: Quicken Loans 
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Inc. v. Brown, 236 W. Va. 12, 777 S.E.2d 581,599 (2014) and Vanderbilt Mortgage and 

Finance, Inc. v. Cole, 230 W. Va. 505, 515, 740 S.E.2d 562, 572 (2013). Neither support her 

argument. Walters claims that in Brown this Court concluded that "the degree of ~uccess is not a 

'threshold issue' for an award of attorney's fees ...." Resp. 17-18.5 Walters goes too far. This 

Court did not expressly address the prevailing-party standard in Brown. But its holding reveals 

that a party must have achieved some measure of success to recover fees. In Brown, this Court 

found that the trial court improperly awarded attorneys' fees and costs for the proceeding on 

remand in part "because Plaintiff was unsuccessful on her claims." 777 S.E.2d at 600.6 As such, 

although it did not refer to the prevailing-party standard, this Court found that the trial court 

abused its discretion in awarding fees and costs where, as here, the plaintiff was unsuccessful. 

See id. at 598-99 ("Where there has been no success, an award of attorney fees for work 

completed on a losing claim would be unreasonable and inequitable."). 

Vanderbilt, which addressed the West Virginia Consumer Credit and Protection Act, not 

the Act at issue here, see 230 W. Va. at 508, 740 S.E.2d at 565, does not advance Walters' 

argument either. In Vanderbilt, this Court affinned the award of attorney fees and costs after 

finding that the plaintiff "prevailed, in part, on all four sections of the [consumer protection 

statute] that she claimed [the defendant] violated." Id. at 516, 740 S.E.2d at 573 (emphasis 

added). In reaching this conclusion, this Court relied on its prior decision in Chevy Chase Bank 

5 To make this argument, Walters quotes only a clause of this Court's reasoning and 
omits the remainder of the sentence: "Although W. Va. Code § 31-17-17(c) does not dictate any 
level of success necessary for the consumer to recover attorney fees, we have held that '[w]here 
attorney's fees are sought ••. , the test of what should be considered a reasonable fee ••• is 
generally based on broader factors such as: .•• (8) ..• the results obtained." Brown, 777 
S.E.2d at 599 (emphasis added to show omitted text). Although referred to in a variety of 
ways-''results obtained," "success," or "prevailing"-this Court has consistently found, as 
Walters' own cases show, that a party must achieve some benefit as a result of the litigation. 

6 This Court also reversed the trial court's award of attorneys' fees and costs associated 
with the initial appeal. Brown, 777 S.E. 2d at 594-97. 
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v. McCamant, 204 W. Va. 295, 305, 512 S.E.2d 217, 227 (1998), in which this Court affirmed 

the rejection of a fee petition where the plaintiff secured a jury verdict on only one violation of 

the consumer protection act. 7 Like Brown, this Court's decisions in Vanderbilt and McCamant 

support the conclusion that a plaintiff must prevail to recover fees and costs. Securing a jury 

verdict on a technical statutory violation is not sufficient to render a party prevailing. See 

McCamant, 204 W. Va. at 305,512 S.E.2d at 227. 

Walters alternatively argues that she did prevail even though she recovered no damages, 

asserting that "the dollar amount ofany recovery is not determinative ofwhether a litigant 

succeeded...." Resp. 19. That may be true. But here there is no other metric by which to judge 

Walters'success. She did not achieve any recovery, equitable, monetary, or otherwise. Further, 

Walters does not cite a single case in which a plaintiff who recovered no actual or punitive 

damages or other equitable relief was entitled to attorneys' fees and costs. Walters cites to 

Brown as "instructive," but, as this Court is well aware, the outcome of that case was 

substantially different: there the plaintiff prevailed on her claims ofvarious violations of the 

consumer protection act, state law tort claims, and the appraisal statute, recovering more than 

$2 million in punitive damages. See Quicken Loans Inc. v. Brown, 230 W. Va. 306, 317-18, 737 

S.E.2d 640, 651-52 (2012). In contrast, Walters' claims for fraud and punitive damages failed, 

and her only "success" was the jury's finding that the appraisal statute was violated. She did not 

recover any damages, cancellation of the loan, or other relief. Walters also claims that, pursuant 

7 The outcome here is more akin to McCamant than Vanderbilt. Here, like in McCamant, 
there was only a single violation of the appraisal statute. In contrast, in Vanderbilt, the jury 
found thirteen separate violations of the consumer protection act, id. at 515, 740 S.E.2d at 572, 
and the plaintiff recovered $32,125.24 in damages, id. at 509, 740 S.E.2d at 566, none ofwhich 
was offset. Walters will recover nothing as result of the single statutory violation. Like the 
plaintiff in McCamant who also secured a jury verdict finding a technical statutory violation, 
Walters is not entitled to any fee award. 
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to United States Supreme Court precedent, Farrar v. Hobby, 113 S. Ct. 566, 121 L. Ed.2d 494 

(1992), "plaintiffs who win only nominal damages are still entitled to recover fees." Resp.20. 

The holding in Farrar is to the contrary: The court affinned the rejection of any fee award 

notwithstanding the plaintiff's recovery of nominal damages. See Pet'r's Br. 21 (citing Farrar). 

As Farrar reveals, Walters' technical victory does not entitle her to attorneys' fees and costs. 

In tacit recognition of the weakness of this argument, Walters seeks to increase the 

amount ofdamages recovered by asking this Court to "combine[]" the jury's award with the 

award of attorneys' fees and costs. Resp. 20. Walters' reasoning is circular: The court should 

award attorneys' fees because attorneys' fees are sought. Further, it would nullify any prevailing 

party requirement. 

West Virginia law requires that "for a party to 'prevail' at trial, ... he must demonstrate 

significant success on a significant claim." Schartiger, 187 W. Va. at 616, 420 S.E.2d at 887. 

The plaintiff "must have succeeded in effecting a material alteration of the legal relationship of 

the parties ...." ld. (citation and mark omitted). There has been no alteration of the legal 

relationship between Walters and Quicken Loans. No injunctive, monetary, or other reliefwill 

flow to Walters as a result of the trial.8 She did not prevail and, as a result, is not entitled to 

recover any fees and costs. 

2. The trial court abused its discretion in awarding attorneys' fees and costs. 

Walters argues that the trial court properly exercised its discretion and awarded a 

reasonable amount of attorneys' fees and costs. Resp. 22-28. She further asserts that "[t]his 

8 Walters spends more than a page arguing that she is "better off" having proceeded to 
trial. Although she argues strenuously that this is so, from a practical standpoint it is difficult to 
accept. Resp.21-22. If Walters had settled prior to trial her counsel presumably would have 
taken a piece ofthe settlement-as they did in the other pre-trial settlements-and she would 
have received the remainder. Instead she proceeded to trial and received no financial gain. 
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Court must refrain from disturbing the circuit court's determination ofa reasonable award of 

attorney's fees in this matter." Id. at 28. Walters misconstrues appropriate appellate review. As 

this Court has said, "we will not simply rubber stamp the trial court's decision when reviewing 

for an abuse ofdiscretion." Shafer v. Kings Tire Service, Inc., 215 W. Va. 169, 177,597 S.E.2d 

302, 310 (2004). "The calculation of reasonable fees must be made pursuant to standards which 

are well-established for awarding attorney's fees ...." Heldreth v. Rahimian, 219 W. Va. 462, 

469,637 S.E.2d 359, 366 (2006) (reversing an award of fees and costs). This Court reverses fee 

awards which are inconsistent with those standards, see id., or are premised on no more than 

summary conclusions, see Shafer, 215 W. Va. at 176-78, 597 S.E.2d at 309-11. 

Walters argues that the trial court properly assessed relevant factors, such as hours spent 

and the rate charged.9 Resp.23. It is telling, however, that Walters nowhere identifies any 

evidence ofmeaningful assessment of the lodestar calculation, see Resp. 22, or shows how the 

trial court balanced, not just stated, the factors set forth in Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. v. Pitrolo, 176 

W. Va. 190,342 S.E.2d 156 (1986) that supported a reduction of the fee award, see Resp. 26. 

She cannot. The trial court merely accepted Walters' fee petition without any scrutiny, and it did 

so even though Walters only prevailed on one of the claims pursued at trial and Walters pursued 

two other defendants who settled prior to trial. 10 If such an award were permitted to stand, then 

the very standards that this Court imposed to prohibit capricious fee awards imposed on little 

more than the trial court's whim would be rendered toothless. 

9 Quicken Loans never challenged or disputed rates or the hours spent. Rather, it 
challenged and continues to challenge the linkage between effort expended and results achieved. 

10 The trial court accepted Walters' request wholesale even though her own submissions 
were inconsistent. Walters concedes that her rates changed in a subsequent submission, see 
Resp. 26-27, but argues that she "consistently sought the rates she initially requested," id. at 27. 
The issue, however, is not whether she waivered in her ultimate demand but that Walters' own 
submissions reveal an arbitrariness to her fee demand which the trial court disregarded. 
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The trial court's treatment of unsuccessful claims and the pursuit ofother defendants are 

proof that the award in its entirety was arbitrary. First, as to unsuccessful claims, Walters argues 

that the trial court was not required to separate fees incurred pursuing unsuccessful claims 

because the "same factual development" was required to establish each of the claims pursued. 

Resp.25. Walters asserts that the "central issue in determining whether to cull out fees incurred 

in the pursuit ofunsuccessful claims is 'whether a separate and distinct factual development was 

required to support those alternative theories of recovery upon which recovery was not 

obtained.'" ld. (quoting Heldreth, 219 W. Va. 462, 637 S.E.2d 359). The problem is that the 

trial court did not make any findings or otherwise analyze what Walters herself identifies as the 

"central issue." The trial court made no effort to determine whether the same or different factual 

development was required to support Walters' claim for violation of the appraisal statute and her 

fraud, punitive damages, or willfulness claims. 11 Nor did it determine whether the billing entries 

themselves could be segregated. "In the absence of adequate findings of fact and conclusions of 

law," this Court is ''unable to intelligently discharge [its] limited appellate role to determine that 

the circuit court did not abuse its discretion." Shafer, 215 W. Va. at 177; 597 S.E.2d at 310. 

In any event, the same factual development was not required to establish a violation of 

the appraisal statute as was required to establish her fraud, punitive damages, and willfulness 

claims (or the unconscionability claim that Walters voluntarily dismissed before trial). Walters 

argues that the same factual development was required primarily because Quicken Loans 

asserted an affirmative defense to the statutory violation. Resp.24. Walters claims that, as a 

result, she "needed to establish" that the appraisal "complied with USPAP" among other things 

11 To the extent the issue was even tangentially addressed in the context of its offset 
analysis, the trial court concluded that the "counts or charges lodged by the plaintiff against each 
of these defendants are separate and distinct" rather than interrelated. Order at 4, Feb. 23,2016 
(A.R. at 2008). 
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''to prevail on her statutory claim at trial ...." ld. Quicken Loans, not Walters, had the burden 

of proof to establish its affirmative defense. Walters did not "need[]" to establish anything. 

Further, the claims on which Walters did not prevail-fraud, punitive damages, and that it 

violated the appraisal statute willfully-required findings of Quicken Loans' intent or bad faith 

and, for fraud, findings of Walters' reliance and injury, and evidence ofmateriality. Each of 

these required a factual predicate which was distinct from the factual predicate required to 

establish a violation of the appraisal statute or Quicken Loans' affirmative defense for that 

matter. By way ofexample, Walters' development and use of evidence regarding Quicken 

Loans' business practices through deposition and otherwise was evidence of intent for Walters' 

unsuccessful fraud, punitive damages, or willfulness claims. It was not evidence of a violation of 

the appraisal statute for which intent is irrelevant. The trial court was required to identify fees 

and costs incurred pursuing a violation of the appraisal statute. It failed to do so and that was an 

abuse ofdiscretion. 

Second, as to the pursuit of other defendants, Walters argues that the trial court correctly 

accounted for time spent pursuing other defendants. Resp.25. She claims that any time spent 

"would be successfully addressed by granting an offset of the award in the amount of the 

settlements ofattorney's fees obtained by Mrs. Walters." ld. Walters does not, likely because 

she cannot, explain how the portions of settlement earmarked for attorneys' fees accurately 

accounted for the fees and costs spent pursuing those other defendants. The trial court could not 

either. Indeed, although it purportedly accepted Walters' calculation of the amount of time and 

corresponding fees incurred pursuing other defendants, it reduced the fee award by a different 

amount. Order 14, Feb. 23,2016 (A.R. at 2018) (finding that the costs incurred pursuing Riffe 

were $10,380 and then reducing the fee award by $25,000; finding that the costs incurred 
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pursuing Bank of America were $7,145 and then reducing the fee award by $7,500). The trial 

court's conduct may reveal that it did not know the true amount of costs incurred pursuing other 

defendants. At the very least, it shows "a seemingly arbitrary fee amount" that was no better 

than the mathematical reduction which was untethered to the requested fees and costs at issue in 

Heldreth, 219 W. Va. at 470,637 S.E.2d at 367. 

Finally, Walters attempts to defend the $156,653.38 award of fees and costs as 

"reasonable" and consistent with other awards in similar cases. A review ofthe cases cited 

reveals that they resulted in a substantial monetary benefit to the plaintiff. See Brown, 230 W. 

Va. 306, 737 S.E. 2d 640 (plaintiff recovered more than $2 million in damages for several 

statutory violations and tort claims); State ofWest Virginia v. Cashcall, Inc., No. 08-C-1964 (Cir. 

Ct. Kanawha Cty., Mar. 18, 2013) (the state recovered more than $10 million for multiple 

violations of state law); Millhouse v. Homecomings Financial, LLC, No. 07-C-187 (Cir. Ct. Ohio 

Cty., W. Va. Feb. 2, 2010) (plaintiff recovered $649,081); Bailey v. Greentree Servo LLC, No. 

04-C-23-N (Cir. Ct. Roane Cty., W. Va. Oct. 7,2009) (plaintiff obtained a judgment that the loan 

and lien thereon were unconscionable and recovered $15,000 plus a portion of loan payments 

made); Osburn v. Community Home Mortg., No. 02-C-1164 (Cir. Ct. Kanawha Cty. May 19, 

2005) (plaintiff recovered $675,000 and also obtained an advisory opinion that the loan was 

declared unenforceable). In contrast, here Walters received no tangible benefit and thus the fees 

and costs awarded are not reasonable. 

The trial court failed to apply this Court's precedent and the standards announced therein. 

Its award was arbitrary and unreasonable. It should be reversed. 
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3. 	 The trial court failed to appropriately offset the fee award by the amounts 
received in settlement from other defendants. 

Even if the fee and cost award was reasonable (and it is not), the trial court erred when it 

failed to offset the award by the total amount ofpre-trial settlements, $98,000. 12 Walters' 

arguments in support of the trial court's conclusion are not only internally inconsistent, but also 

inconsistent with this Court's precedent 

Walters asserts that attorneys' fees and costs are "a separate and divisible category of 

compensatory damages," and thus are not subject to offset. Resp.29. She cites nothing in 

support. She cannot. This Court's jurisprudence, which Walters frequently references 

elsewhere, is to the contrary. Pursuant to Brown, attorneys' fees and costs "should [be] 

considered part of a compensatory damages award" and, therefore, "offset should apply to the 

award ofattorney fees and costs." 777 S.E.2d at 613. Moreover, Walters' unsupported 

argument is at odds with her earlier argument that the court should combine actual damages with 

requested fees and costs to determine whether a party prevailed. There, Walters argued that 

"[b]ecause attorney's fees themselves are a measure of compensatory damages," the ''jury's 

award of actual damages" should be "combined with the court's award ofattorneys fees." Resp. 

20. Finally, Walters' argument is also inconsistent with the fact that the trial court purported to 

offset the fee and cost award by some of the pre-trial settlements, and she does not challenge that 

holding. Walters argues that "[n]o additional offset is appropriate because attorney fees arise 

from a separate and divisible injury from the damages arising from the inflated mortgage loan." 

Resp. 31. If attorneys' fees and costs were a "separate and divisible category of compensatory 

12 On the eve of filing her brief with this Court, Walters voluntarily withdrew her appeal 
of the award of $98,000 in offset funds. There is thus no dispute that Quicken Loans is entitled 
to a reduction in compensatory damages in the full amount of its co-defendants' pre-trial 
settlements. 
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damages ... then the offset should not have applied to any part of the award. Pursuant to this 

Court's jurisprudence, attorneys' fees and costs are a part of compensatory damages. Walters 

acknowledges elsewhere that this is so. The trial court failed to apply the offset monies 

remaining after the jury award was eliminated to reduce the fee award, which was reversible 

error. 

CONCLUSION 

Walters' arguments should be rejected and this Court should reverse the denial of 

Quicken Loans' motion for judgment on the pleadings or, alternatively, reverse the fee and cost 

award, or remand for additional findings, correction, and/or such other relief as is appropriate. 

Dated: August 26, 2016 
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